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Model 123

Model 202

Optional plate colour and text

Optional plate colour, text and chess pattern

Vest for security personnel ”VÄKTARE” or other function. This vest can also
be delivered in the Teflon fabric version, please see vest model 123 OV
TF. Extra durable fabric, holders on shoulder front, black plate with silver
reflective text to show function, loop for hanging (Teflon version also have
two velcro pockets).
Can be ordered with color chess pattern over the shoulders to indicate a
leader function.
Sizes: S – 4XL
Fabric: 80% polyester, heavy material 160 g/m2

Vest for security personnel ”VÄKTARE” or other function. Extra durable
fabric, extra strong zipper, chest pocket, two large velcro closed pockets,
holders on shoulder front and loop for hanging. Black plate with silver
reflective text to show function.
Can be ordered with color chess pattern over the shoulders to indicate a
leader funciton.
Sizes: S – 4XL
Fabric: 80% polyester, heavy material 160 g/m2
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Rapid Reaction Harness

Road Constructions

Model 536

Model 313 - VAKT

Advanced multi use harness for rough environments. Paramedics, hunters,
mountain rescue, etc. Radio pocket, pen pocket, five Teflon fabric pockets
on the front (with inside loops for securing the equipment inside) and one
large Teflon pocket on the back with a removable reflective plate that can
be printed on. The harness is made from extremely durable mesh fabric.
Size adjustable on both sides and extra strong zipper.
Sizes: One-size
Fabric: Black mesh 350 g/m2, Teflon fabric (harness black, pockets in
yellow or orange)

To be used when working with road constructions.
Complies with the Swedish Transport Administration authorities.
Thin hi-vis jacket with text on the chest and back, two zipper pockets, holders on shoulder front and loop for hanging.
Sizes: S – XXL
Fabric: 100% Polyester, 130 g/m2
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Evacuation Responsible and Visitors
Model 203 - UTRYM - UTRYM LEDARE - BESÖKARE
Orange vest for evacuation leaders has the text on back and chest ”UTRYMINGSLEDARE”.
Yellow/Orange vest for leader reassembly place has the text on back and chest ”LEDAREÅTERSAMLINGSPLATS”.
Yellow vest for visitors has the text on back and chest ”BESÖKARE”.
Velcro closing, loop for hanging.
Sizes: One-size
Fabric: 100% Polyester, 130 g/m2
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